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For an assigned algebraic number field K|Q and a prime number p ≥ 2, the Hilbert p-class
field tower F∞
p (K) is the maximal unramified pro-p extension of K. The automorphism group
G := Gal(F∞
p (K)|K) is briefly referred to as the p-tower group of K. Either G is an infinite
topological pro-p group or a finite p-group. The derived length of G is called the length
`p (K) := dl(G) of the p-class tower of K. Several kinds of constraints restrict the possibilities
for the group G.
• Firstly, a sufficiently large p-class rank % := rp (K) of K forces G into being infinite,
according to Golod and Shafarevich [5].
• Secondly, a theorem by Shafarevich [17] gives upper and lower bounds for the relation rank d2 (G) := dimFp H2 (G, Fp ) of G in terms of the generator rank d1 (G) :=
dimFp H1 (G, Fp ) = % and of the torsion-free Dirichlet unit rank r := r1 + r2 − 1 of a
number field K with signature (r1 , r2 ).
• Finally, the capitulation kernels ker(jL|K : Clp (K) → Clp (L)) and p-class groups
Clp (L) of finite unramified p-extensions L|K determine the Artin pattern AP(G) :=
(τ (G), κ(G)) of G which consists of the targets τ (G) = (H/H 0 )(G:H)<∞ and kernels
κ(G) = (ker TG,H )(G:H)<∞ of the Artin transfer homomorphisms TG,H : G → H/H 0
from G to its subgroups H of finite index (G : H) [15].
√
For a complex quadratic field K = Q( d), d < 0, and an odd prime p ≥ 3, the Shafarevich
theorem requires a Schur σ-group G with balanced presentation d2 (G) = d1 (G). This fact
enables short proofs for p-class towers of length `p (K) = 2, recalling well-known results by
Scholz and Taussky for p = 3 [16], and establishing new examples for p ∈ {5, 7} [6, 7].
However, for 3-class towers of quadratic fields K with length `3 (K) ≥ 3, the Shafarevich
condition must be combined with the strategy of pattern recognition via Artin transfers,
which is based on a partial order relation AP(π(G)) < AP(G) for Artin patterns of parentdescendant pairs (π(G), G) on descendant trees of finite p-groups [8].
With the aid of this technique, we were in the position to provide the first rigorous proofs
of length `3 (K) = 3 for various infinite series of quadratic fields K [9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14],
partially in collaboration with M.R. Bush [4].
In contrast to quadratic base fields, the Shafarevich theorem in its published form
√
√ gave
rise to contradictions against recent results on bicyclic biquadratic fields K = Q( c, d)
containing either the third or fourth roots of unity, according to whether c = −3 or c = −1.
These quartic fields were first investigated in joint work by A. Azizi, his team of collaborators,
and ourselves [3, 1, 2, 11]. Fortunately, we were able to discover that the paper by Shafarevich
[17] contains a fatal misprint, and we published the proof of a correction [14], which is now
in perfect accordance with the joint theorems on biquadratic fields.
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